I. Introduction
In recent years, there has been a considerable amount of work in stochastic adaptive control. However, aside from results for linear systems, little progress has been made on problems with incomplete or noisy state observations. In [l] , the adaptive estimation of the state of a finite state Markov chain with incomplete state observations and with the state transition probabilities depending on an unknown parameter was studied. We adopted an approach to this problem that has been widely used in linear filtering: we use the previously derived recursive filter for the conditional probabilities, and we simultaneously recursively estimate the parameters, plugging the parameter estimates into the filter. This adaptive estimation algorithm is then analyzed via the Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE) Method [12] , [13] . I n [6], we began to investigate the application of similar techniques to the control of adaptive finite state Markov decision (control problems with incomplete observations. One when the parameters are known are those involving quality control, replacement, and repair of a unit in a manufacturing system or communication network. We formulated the adaptive version of a problem of this type in the above referexe.
In this paper we present parameter estimation techniques based on the information available after actions that reset the state to a known value are taken. At these times, the (augmented) state process "regenerates," its future evolution becoming independent of the past. We prove (by means of the ODE method) w.p.1 convergence of the parameter estimates to the true (unknown) parameter Bo, for two parameter estimation schemes of this type. Then, given any sequence of parameter estimates which is measurable with respect to the filtration generated by the observations and converges w.p.1 to BO, we show that the expected long-run average cost incurred by the certainty equivalent adaptive policy is the same as that incurred by the optimal stationary policy corresponding to the true parameter. The latter is obtained by a detailed analysis which uses the known (threshold) structure of optimal policies for problems with known parameters. This method is of particular interest since the nice formalism recently presented in [18] cannot be directly applied in the present situation since here the state is only partially observed and the optimal policy i s not a continuous function of B. The techniques exposed in the analysis rely to a large extent on properties like the existence of structured optimal policies and concave solutions to the corresponding dynamic programming equations, which are shared by many other problems, and thus should find important generalizations. In addition, we note that the feedback structure induced by our adaptive policy obviates the need for, e.g., forced choice schemes, c.f.
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interesting set o 2 problems for which some results are available
A Partially Observed Binary Replacement Problem
Consider a situation in which a system, such as a machine, production process, or computer communications network can fail. The (core) state zt of the system takes the value 0 (i.e., "good") or 1 (i.e., "bad" or "failed"); let X := {0, l}. The control (or action) takes values in U = {O,l}, where 0 means "continue to produce" or "operate the system in its current condition" and 1 means "repair" or "replace." Assume for the moment that there is an underlying probability space (Q, B , p ) . The process { z t } is modeled as a controlled finite state Markov chain, where we have that
and the state transition probability matrices are given as Only imperfect observations of (zt}tGn\i,, are available in the form of a random process { y t } t c m ; y t gives a correct observation of zt with probability q, when ut-1 = 0, whereas if ut-l = 1 then yt = zt = 0. More precisely, yt E Y = {0,1} and
Due to the symmetry of the formulation, it suffices to consider only 0.5 _< q 5 1. The cases q = 0.5 and q = 1 correspond to the completely unobserved and completely observed situations, respectively; we will henceforth restrict our analysis to the more interesting situation of strict partial observability, i.e., q < 1.
The one-step cost c ( i t , u t ) is defined as follows:
where 0 < C < R. Probability distribution vectors on X are elements of
where p(') denotes the ith component of p E A. Thus each p E A can be uniquely identified with a scalar p E [0,1], as indicated.
Initially, there is a given probability that the system is failed, an action is taken, and the state evolves according to (2.2); a first observation is received, another action is taken; and so on. Define the (observable) history spaces Ht recursively by Ho := A,
In this context, a stochastic kernel p t ( . I .) on U given Ht is simply a collection of (discrete) probability distributions { p t ( . I h t ) : , 151, [16] . Specialized to our problem, we have the fol owing Id, 181, [91. 
Also, a stationary separated average cost optimal policy exists, and an stationary separated policy that achieves the minimum in (3.lJis average cost optimal; the minimum cost is I", for any value of P O . has a unique concave and nondecreasing solution U(.), satis f ying
Henceforth, the dependence of Pp", on po will be omitted, in view of Theorem 3.1. The ACOE (3.2 can then be used to determine the structure of the optimal PO 1 icy [7] , [8] . 
If or equivalently if C R -C '
e<--then there exists a threshold (or "control-limit" or "bang-bang" policy which is average cost optimal; i.e., there exists a E (0, 1] such that it is optimal to operate (ut = 0) for ptp E [O,a), and to repair (ut = 1) for ptlt E [a, 11.
IV. The Adaptive Binary Replacement Problem
If the parameter 8 in P(0) (see (2.2)) is unknown, we cannot compute p t l t , nor can we directly solve the optimal control problem, as in Theorem 3.2. The "enforced certainty equivalence" approach which we will adopt involves recursively computing estimates of the unknown parameter &, and using the latest available estimate in the filtering equation (2.4) to compute the next estimate bt+llt+l, where the decision ut is made taking 8, as if it were the true parameter. We let 0 s = [6,5' ] be the parameter space in which Ot is allowed to take its values, where 6 is an arbitrarily small positive number and 6' = min{ 1, j& -6 ) . For decision-making, we define the set CC = p(. , B ) }~E~a of opti-8 E Os we conclude from Theorem 3.2 (ii) tgat 0 < a(6) < 1, where a(6 denotes the dependence of the threshold (or controlcontrol limits a(e) are continuous in 6 (see Theorem A.l).
Hence, there is a number a* < 1 such that, for all 6 @a, 0 < a(@) 5 a*. The dependence of the transition matrix, onestep ahead observation probabilities, and a posteriori bad state probabilities on 6 will be, respectively, expressed in the form P (u,8) , V(y,p,u,O), and T(y,p,u,B), respectively; of course, from 2.2) and (2.5)-(2.10), we see that only P(O,B), V(y, p,O, e), known) true value of the parameter, which we assume to be constant and an element of the interior of Os. mal policies described above, parameterize 6 b 6. Thus, for each limit) on B . Furthermore, we show in the Appendix that these and .l i ( y l p , O ,~) depend on 6. We also let Bo denote the (un- and ,?o~o = PO. We will denote by pa the adaptive policy given by (4.1) and (4.2).
There are a number of ways to compute the estimates { B t } . We consider here only recursive estimates which do not require retaining the entire observation history, and which update Bt after each repair. The advantage of this is that when a repair event occurs, then the state of the system is reset to the "good" state, and thus the processes of interest are identically distributed between these events. A1 orithms that take advantage of analogous "regenerative" be! avior in some queueing problems b updating after each period, have been presented in 112i It is a direct consequence of Theothat under the adaptive policy pa, regeneration occurs infinitely often (i.o.), and since 0 < a(@) < 1,
Thus, for p = pa, the following two conditions are satisfied: The recursive estimate (4.6) is of the type anal zed by Kushner and Clark [12] , and Ljung and Soderstrom [I$ In our case, since the "noise" in (4.6 is the (bounded and state independent) I.I.D. se uence (5,) wilh P"{p = 0 = Xo(Bo), where A0 is defined in ?4.3), the averaging is p&icukdy sim le To obtain the ODE, we essential1 just average over 3, on tEe right-hand side of (4.6). We have tKe following. 
The form of the equations in (4.7) for 0 = 6, 6' is due to the presence of the projection ires in (4.6). It is straightforward to show that if q E 0.5, l), then (4.7 is globally asym totically {sn} converges to BO w.p.1; i.e., the sequence {8,,+2} converges to Bo w.p.1. In the natural way, we define 8, to be constant between updates: (4.8) We thus have the followin result, which is a direct consequence of pa satisfying condition$P1). en(@) =In -Xl(0).
(4.9)
A proof similar to that for the RMLE algorithm shows the following. 
b(t) = -~-I ( t ) ( 2~ -i)'(e(t) -e,), li(t) = (2q -1)2 -R(t). (4.11)
Since 80 is assumed to lie in the interior of 0 6 , all solutions of the ODE (4.11) leave the interior of 0 6 invariant and thus the projection operator res need not be considered in the averaged equations, as o posed to the previous algorithm. Similarly as before, for q E 6 . 5 , 1 it is straightforward to show that (4.11 is ing et to be constant between updates as in (4.8), we have that the same conclusions as in Corollary 4.1 hold in this case also.
globally asymptotic a ly stable with unique limit point 0 0 . De B n-
V. Average Cost Optimality of the Adaptive Policy
We examine next the long-run average performance of the adaptive policy pa. Let & be the a-a1 ebra generated by the observations up to time t , i.e., & = oTyl,. . . ,yt). Note that 8, given by (4.8) and either (4.6) or (4.9)-(4.10) satisfies the following conditions:
( E l ) 6, is &measurable, and 8, E 08, for all t E N; (E2) 0, -+ Bo, PP"-a.s.
Let { e t } be any sequence of parameter estimates satisfying (El) and (E2); we will show that the corresponding adaptive policy pa is average cost optimal. This is expressed precisely as follows. Let pe0 denote the optimal (control limit policy for the system with true Darameter 0 0 (as defined in T h eorem 3.2). Then we Of course, by Theorem 3.1, the right-hand side of (5.1) is independent of PO, and we will denote it concisely as re,. Actually, we will show the stronger sample path result 1 n-l lim -x E ( P t l t l p ( P t l t , d t ) ) = l";,, PPa-a.s. 
The proof of Theorem 5.1 is given in the Appendix. Its key elements are as follows. Recall that each of the policies p(. ,e) is defined by its control limit a(@) (c.f., Theorem 3.2). Hence the policy pa is given by Bt = Bt and and pe0 is given by 6' t = 60 and Define the following sets in Ft is continuous. In Theorem A.3, using Lemma A.2, we derive bounds for Ot on each of the sets defined in (5.10 , which are valid outside a set of arbitrarily small probability. Then exploiting the convergence of { e t } to 00 we show that Ot approaches 0 as t --t CO, Pp"-a s . . The following can be found in [7] , [8] , and [9] .
To(p,e) and the inequality is strict for q E (ii) Ty(p, e) is monotone nondecreasing in both p and 8.
(0.5, I), p E [0,1) and 6 E (0,l).
(v) The iterates of T I ( . ,e) converge uniformly and monotoniWe will restrict our subsequent presentation to solutions 'ue(.) of (3.2) as in Corollary 3.1. 
{To(X),T'(X)
For a sequence { X , }~, and dk E Dk, we denote the k-fold composition by
while Tdo is assigned the value of the identity map. 
